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ABSTRACT
Construction of a mapping between educational content and
skills is an important part of development of adaptive ed-
ucational systems. This task is difficult, requires a domain
expert, and any mistakes in the mapping may hinder the po-
tential of an educational system. In this work we study tech-
niques for improving a problem-skill mapping constructed
by a domain expert using student data, particularly prob-
lem solving times. We describe and compare different tech-
niques for the task – a multidimensional model of problem
solving times and supervised classification techniques. In
the evaluation we focus on surveying situations where the
combination of expert opinion with student data is most
useful.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of important aspects of development of adaptive edu-
cational systems is the construction of a mapping between
educational content (questions, problems) and latent skills
(also denoted as knowledge components or concepts). This
mapping is important for student skill estimation, which
guides the adaptive behaviour of systems, and is typically
constructed by a human and since it is a difficult process,
it requires a domain expert. The labeling of items, par-
ticularly for large item pools, may be time-consuming, and
consequently the process is rather expensive. Another ap-
proach is to use automatic construction of the mapping from
the data (e.g. Q-matrix method [1, 2]). To be reliable, the
automatic approach needs large amount of data. Synergy
of these two approaches (e.g. [4]) may bring useful results.
We can use a human expert to provide initial labeling of
problems and then automatic methods can be used to de-
tect errors that the human might have introduced and to fix
them.

Depending on the quality of the provided expert labeling
and amount of data, there are three possible scenarios. If
the number of expert errors is small or the data are insuf-
ficient, it is best to use just the expert opinion (donated as

E-zone). If the expert makes lot of mistakes and large data
are available, then it is best to use just the data (D-zone).
We are interested in the region between these two cases,
when it is most advantageous to combine both the expert
input and available data (ED-zone). Our aim is to explore
techniques for such combination and to map the size of this
region.

2. TECHNIQUES
In the following we assume that we have a set of students S,
a set of problems P , and data about problem solving times:
ts,p is a logarithm of time it took a student s ∈ S to solve
a problem p ∈ P . We have an expert labeling lE : P → Σ
where Σ is the set of skills. The expert labeling may contain
some mistakes when compared to a correct hidden labeling
l. The output of our algorithms is some other labeling lA
that may be different from lE . The goal of our algorithms
is to provide a more accurate labeling (according to l) than
lE .

2.1 Model with Multidimensional Skill
In this section we introduce a extension of model described in
[5] for predicting how much time it takes a student to solve a
particular problem. The model uses a few latent attributes:
problem difficulty bp, student skill βs, problem skill vector
qp and a student skill vector θs. It assumes the following
relationship between the attributes: ts,p = bpβs + qᵀpθs + ε.
The vector qp represents the weight of individual skills in the
problem p. The vector θs can be interpreted as the values
of skills the student s has.

This model is supervised in a sense that it is learning to
predict the student solving times. As a byproduct we get
the Q-matrix Q which represents the problem-skill mapping
that we are interested in. The objective of the model is to
minimize the squared prediction error. To get the values
of the parameters we use stochastic gradient descent with
initial Q-matrix provided by expert labeling. After the al-
gorithm terminates we can check for discrepancies between
the expert Q-matrix and the Q-matrix outputted by the pa-
rameter estimation algorithm. We will assume that these
discrepancies are expert mistakes.

2.2 Supervised Learning
The main idea of using supervised classification methods can
be illustrated by the most straightforward approach which
uses k-NN (k-nearest neighbors) algorithm and Spearman’s



correlations r(pi, pj) of problems pi, pj as a measure of prob-
lem similarity. We assume that the most correlated prob-
lems belong to the same skill and thus have the same labels.
So for problem pi a new label lA(pi) will be the most com-
mon label (provided by expert) among the k most correlated
problems from P with problem pi. This approach can find
some mistakes, however it brings only small improvement of
expert labeling lE .

Similarly we can use different classification methods with
different metric. A problem pi can be represented as a
vector rpi = {r(pi, pj)}1≤j≤|P | and Euclidean distance of
these problems can measure similarity of problems (we as-
sume that two similar problems have similar correlations
with other problems). As classifier we have chosen logistic
regression, which is more sophisticated but still computa-
tionally fast.

Figure 1: Comparison of techniques for particular
situation. The ED-zone is marked for the model.

3. EVALUATION
3.1 Data and Experiment Setup
To evaluate our algorithms we used real data from a Prob-
lem Solving Tutor [6]. It is a free web-based tutoring sys-
tem for practicing problem solving; it is available at tu-

tor.fi.muni.cz. To simulate multiple skills for the eval-
uation purposes we mixed data from k problems together.
Each problem type represents a single skill (or label). An
expert is simulated by taking the correct labeling and intro-
ducing some random mistakes with rate pe ∈ [0, 0.5]. Hence
in this situation (as opposed to standard setting), we know
the correct “latent” skills and thus we can measure accuracy
of a method as the portion of the final labels assigned cor-
rectly. The expected accuracy of an expert (E) is 1 − pe.
Spectral clustering method (see [3]) was used for the eval-
uation of the D approach. Finally the expert labeling was
used in the ED approaches described in section 2.

3.2 Results
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the accuracies of the E,
ED and D approaches. We can denote three zones within
expert error rate based on which approach (E, ED or D)
performs the best. We are interested particularly in the
ED-zone, where the newly introduced approaches are the

best, specifically in its position and width, which tells us for
which values of pe these approaches are a good choice.

The figure shows that the algorithm based on k-NN brings
only small improvement. The other two approaches are sig-
nificantly better and to each other comparable, however
the algorithm based on logistic regression is significantly
faster, because it works only with correlation vectors, which
substantially reduces the amount of data. On the other
hand approach based on model gives more information about
problem-skill mapping, because it provides Q-matrix and
not only labeling.

Experiments for other problem combinations showed that
the size of the zone grows with decreasing performance of D
approach and with number of skills. For larger numbers of
skills the zone becomes dominant.

4. DISCUSSION
Our experiments address two types of questions: “how” and
“when”. The “how” question is concerned with the choice of
suitable technique for combining expert opinion and student
data. Here the results suggest that on one hand the choice
of technique is important – note that two similar supervised
approaches (k-NN, logistic regression) achieve quite differ-
ent results. On the other hand, two significantly different
approaches (the multidimensional model and logistic regres-
sion) achieve very similar results. The “when” question is
concerned with mapping when it is useful to use the combi-
nation of expert opinion and student data. The results show
that this “zone” is sufficiently large to deserve attention and
it is useful to combine the expert opinion with student data
for large range of quality of expert input.
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